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l b i t r t e t

Some ао1таЪ1е finite-dimensional elaeeleal and quanta*

systems related to the Lie algebra» are considered. Jbm

dynamics of these systems la closely related to free action

on symmetric spaces. In specific eases the systems oonsidered

iescribe th* one-diaensional a-body problem recently consi-

dered by many authors.

The review represents from general and universal point

of view tbe results obtained during the las t few year».

Besides, i t contains some new results both <*? physioal and

mathematical type.
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0. Introductioa

Up to now it was known only a small nuaber of systems

both classical and quantum with two and larger number of

degrees of freedom, wiicb. were completely lntegrable or,

«hat is sore, for which the explicit solution was known.

During the last few years, however, a great number of

each systems have been found. All of them related to the Lie

algebras and in all the known cases their integrabilifty

results froa the presence of higher (hidden.) symmetry. In

specific cases such systems describe the one-dimensional

n-body problem with the pair interaction investigated recent-

ly by many authors.

Thib paper is a review which presents from general and

universal viewpoint the results obtained during the last few

years. Besides, it contains some new results both of physical

and mathematical type.

The interest to the models of n--intexacting particles

permitting exact solutions arose from the fact that both

classical and quantum problem of three and larger пшаЬзг of

particles with the real interaction between them (Coulomb or

nuclear) does aot permit exact solution. At the same time

it can be expected for some quantitative peculiarities to

conserve also in the real case. Besides, these models may

be useful to estimate the accuracy of different approximate

methods widely applied in the nuclear physics.

In three-dimensional case the exact solution i« known

only for a system of n-partldes interacted by oscillator

forces»
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However, after introducing Jacob! coordinates, this model

transforms into that on (n-1) particles eacix of tfiem moving

independently in the field of general oscillator well. So it

differs ineasentially from the one-particle aodel.

In one-dimensional case (both in classical and quantum

one) one can get exact results for a aore wld#class of po-

tentials.

It seems that the first example of exactly solvable one-

dimensional quantum model of n-interactlog particles can be

that with й -interaction between particles (1-5] s

Let as also notice the model with the Ул^)-4(^[ type

interaction' J. We will not consider here both these models

because of restricted voluse of this paper.

In this paper we will consider in detail the*one-dimen-

sional classical and quantum models of n-interacfclag pair-

wise particles with potentials of the following five types:

i. Vty-fi- co.1)

п.

m. V^)=f
a ? s a i

4 co.5)

(0.4)

т. V^)=|V
+
«4 (o.

5
)

Here £sf4r) Is the Weierstrase function.

A nuaber of «XftCfc results on the form of wave functions,

on the spectrum and the character of scattering for quantum



one-dimensional many-body даоЫет rith potential of the type

I and V (Calogero model I?"** •9aad with potontial of the type

III (Sutherland model №1 ) hae been obtained i n 1969-1975.

These are adjoined by refe.' * ''which studied a three-

body system with the non-pair Interaction of the type

«J

with the function T(q) of the form I and T.

A subsequent progress in the domain considered arise Б

from the use (in the classical case) of a aev method (the

method of inverse scattering problem or the isospectral de-

formation method) first applied to nonlinear evolution

equations the Korteweg de Tries equation, the Schrddinger

nonlinear equation and the Sine-Gordon equation. The appli-

cation of Ш.8 technique to many-body problems'
1 18

Jgave

a possibility to establish the complete integrability of

classical systems of the typo l-yl
18
"*

2
?] , of the system with

potential Ш^)'ЩС%)^
г
Т^Щ, of the system with the

potential energy Ufy^Z.etjfy+Щ[) l*=M, the ?oda

l a t t i c e s " ' 1 7 J , i . e . the systems with potential energy

of the form

*fl<*Kir%i*i) (O.e)

a* well as of a number of systems which describe the motion

of a point on Bulti-dimensional spheros and ellipsoids P%

n-dimeoslonal rigid bod/'^iand i t s generalisations-land

anharmonlc n-dim«asioaal o s c i l l a t o r ^ » 6 c ^ ^S e* i n ***••

respect reviews ^ ' asd №°* ).

In the paper by tee authors of tills review ^ i t was



shown that the many-body systems under consideration possess

a hidden symmetry and are a special case of & more Tide

class of system» connected with the semisimple Lie algebras.

In the following in the papers by the same authors
 7>

 -^

there were established the reasons of complete 'ntegrability

of classical systems of such type. In particular, it was

shown that the systems, wich potentials of the type 1-1П

are related to a free motion (the notion along geodesie) in

some (symmetric spaces, with the number of dimensions larger

tyan n. Examples of s,ymmetz±c spaces are H-dimensional Sucli-

dean space JR. , the sphere S^ , hyperboloids, seaisimple

Lie groups. This relationsheep enabled one to find a natural

generalization of a class of the system under consideration

and to investigate completely the equations of motion using

the free motion projection method.

The essenoe of the method consists in considering the

motion along geode ic line on symmetric space of zero, ne-

gative or positive curvature, the dimension of the space

being larger than the number of degrees of freedom of ori-

ginal system. After being specially projected onto space of

lesser number of dimensions, (n-dlmensional space), one gets

no longer fre» motion but that in the potential field

where V(q) is of -the fora I-IIX, and

is some system of vectors in n-dimensional space, the so-

called root system.

Let as illustrate this by simple examples when there is

one degree of freedom ( ^
s
 fy ).

1. Let a particle of unit mass have a free motion with



aoeentu» p on a two-di»ensi©nal ^lane «Xs (Xi,^)» Tbea the

radial notion i s described by the Hasiltonian

where

2. If we consider the two-diJrensional lsotropie osci-

llator with the frequency <& , then analogously we obtain

the Hadltoaian

(0.8)

3. For the free motion of a particle on the upper sheet

of the two-sheet hyperboloid fil -

we get

(0.9)

4. for the free notion of a particle on tat one-sheet

hyperboloid Н**{*€|1*1 X.44*=-<) we get

(0.10)

5. Tor tho free aotioa of a particle on the two-dimen-
sional sphere S={jffiR| Xi^Xi+X^siJ we get the Hajdlto-
nian



6. Just as in case 5»» consider the free motion on the

upper sheet of the two-sheet hyperboloid but instead of the

radial projection consider the so-called horispherical pro-

jection

fTe (11,1>о)

In this case we coma to the motion described by the BamilIo-

nian

H £ 2 Z P z coa2)

i.e. we obtaia the FaaAitonian for the 2-bodr Toda lattice.

It appeared that an analogous consideration of more compli-

cated symmetric spaces allows one to integrate effectively

the equations of motion In general case as wellt ^ J.

Henceforth «hie approach was also expanded to the quan-

tum case "З-Збд
#
 ibis was possible to make first owing to

the application of the results obtained for c3a ssical case

in \tO] and, second, owing to establishing the connection

between multi-particle HamLltonian and the so-called Lapla-

ce-Bel trami operator on a corresponding symmetric spaceIr4

Because of tills connection, one can translate aany of the

mathematical results into the l&nguag
r
 of quantum systems

here considered. On the other hand, a number of the formulae

obtained in the above mentioned papers are new mathematical

reaulss.

Let us point out the relation between the Ieplace-Bel-

trami operator'and the Hamtltonian for the simplest quantum

aysteme with the Eamiltoniana ( 0 . 7 М 0 Л 1 ) .

bet Д « £ Я | * , ̂ j a ^ X j " be the Laplace opera-



tor in the Euclidean space of (n+J ) dimension* R
n + 1
 . bet

as consider it on a space of functions constant on some sur-

faces resulting from separation of variables in different

coordinate systens-.

1. The radial part В of operator Д in spheric?!

coordinate system is

еЦ
2
- ty city

 Y
 > (0-13)

The quantum analog of the HamLltonian H - j ^ + J $
 f
 t>

s
*j»

is related to operator В by

2. Tne separatior of variables in hyperbolic coordinate

systems and the restriction of the Laplace operator 23k

to two-sheet hyperboloidti^f^H^I Jf/-xf-.. ."Jf«^ 1}
leads to

Ye « i l l obtain the guantun Hamiltonian H (0.9) after the

transformation

(0.-6)

3. When the Laplace operator i s restricted by the one-

sheet hyperboloid H **{X«R! M | | Xr'Jti"-... -Ji^* -4j we get

(0.17)



and H (О.Ю^

1
2 Up Ъ r <S <| \ ~

4. The same ao^nstruction being restricted on the sphere

(0.19)

n4 the relationsheep with H (0.11)

(0.20) !

|
i

5. When restricting the Laplace operator on the upper I

sheet of the two-dimensional hyperboloid on the space of j

functions c"ffa.fc)=& **о£(ОЛ where coordinate

<i s Ch CXp-xApicks out a horicycle and coordinate £ Is a

distance aeasured on horicycle from some i t s fixed point,

we get

J
*- +ze r 4i., (o.2i)

and after transforming

В 5 5 " £ ^ Н6 (0.22)

we get

* -*- °> ( 0 # 2 3 )

e



It is worth noting that the operator

H
 *5

corresponding to systems IT (0.4) arises from separation of

variables of the Laplace operator in B* In elliptic systems

of coordinates *••*.-

The operators В are invariant operators on correspond-

ing surface and their studying are in many respects sore

convenient than of the operators H and the surfaces them- -

selves (spheres, hyperboloids, space B°* ) are the simplest

cases of the above mentioned symmetric spaces. Note also

that the operators В depend only o# one coordinate since

we are considering the. functions on hyperboloids (cases 2

and 3) and on the speher (case 4), invariant relative to

the rotation around the fixed axle (S0(n) group). The use

of invariant functions instead of arbitrary ones on cha

surface is just the quantum analog on the project!or method.

Almost everywhere in the paper the particle aass a and

the Flank constant n are chosen to be equal unity. Each

section has its own numbering of formulas. The first num-

ber shows the number of a section and the secona that of

the formula Inside the section.

As to the detailed scheme of the paper see the contents.

The authors are indebted to r.Calogero, S.I.Gelfand

and A.B.Zamolodchikov who revised the manuscript. It is of

special pleasure for us to thank M.S.Marinov for a number

of valuable remarks improving this review.



1.0. Groups Generated by Beflections and Root Systems-

We «ill study the syateae whoeie Hanultoolons are const-

ructed from so called root systems. In this Section we

some information necessary for toe following consideration.

The results given here are taken froml^i » i?
8
! » P9l .

ЪеЬ ̂  be a real vector space of finit© distensions.

We are interested in finite groups generated by reflections

in fp . Let f? be the space conjugate to ̂ >
 0
 Вин the

reflection with respect to the feyperplane oC f x ) ~ 0 ,

is of the fore

» (1.0.1)

where «C is suoh a vector from у that

Consider a finite subset of noaftero vectors R- s

generating ^) and safeisfying th« following eooditdom

?or every cC€ K, there exists a reflection
Cl.0.1),(1.0.2) which conserves В t

(1.0.3)

The systea of vectors В is called the reeti eyste» and th*

W generated by all reflections (l«0.1), tat»

She diaension of the space F> is «*ll«d the зешяЛ; of

the root system R. The Ooxeter group eo defined 1« finite.

Classification of all finite Ooxeter groups is given at the

end of M s Section.

Example I.

Let W be the symmetry group of a regular 2a-polygon

10



generated by reflections with respeot to heighte. A « H «

•ay take a set of init vectors orthogonal to lines «"«с

relative to which ths reflections are considered:

The group is denoted by _L^ (h ) and is called the

dihedral group. For odd n, the group J.̂  ̂ h) transforms

any arbitrary root «C into any other root. If h is even

the root set R is divided into two orbitst two neighbouring

roots belong to different orbits.

Consider the hyperplane Н
л
= fo € f) ( *- ty)z 0, <L € ft} t

Connected components Л of the set Г^ N U H ^
 aX9

called the T?eyl chambers.One sich chaaber is shown in Fig.l

by shaded area.

bet the space тр be a direct aua ef subapsLftes y^
t
*»»

• For any L , let 5^ be a root system in £>£ . Then

the union Bs&jfJB^ ••• UHQ will be a root systea in fp .

The Coxeter group ff is identified with the product of groups

V i(B i). She root system a is called the sum of the root sys-

tea S^ . If such an ezpension is impossible the root systea

is. said to be irreducible.

We will take some subsets in the root system B. Draw

11



а hyperplane in the space у so tbat it would not contain

any root. The roots lying о none eide of the hyperplane. are

called positive with respect to the ordering introduced.

Denote the» H
+
 . Evidently, BaB

+
0(-L

+
). She set

is obviously a leyl chamber of tae definition given earlier.

It is called positive.

For almost any vector А С у there exists a unique

element S from the Coxeter group f such th&t the vector

eq belongs to the positive chamber Л (1.1.4).

Among the positive roots В we can uniquely pick out

a subset of roots П each of which is not a linear combina-

tion of any other roots in R with positive coefficients.

They are called simple roots. Evidently, they foru the basis

of the space Тф •

In Example I (HLg.1) the line defining the ordering is

shown by the dotted line. The roots «I* » *** » and *Cj

are positive. The positive 7eyl chamber is shaded. The simple

roots from B
+
 are <̂ i and <£j .

Now we will impose one more condition on the root sys-

tem. Sicco the Coxeter group W(R) is finite, one can intro-

duce a W-invariant sealer product in the space fj> • Shea

the reflection &л.(*) (1.0.1) is expressed as

а.о.5)

Note that identifying ^ and ^ we get from (1.0.2)

12



Impose now the condition of integrality

Z — ^ T € 2 for all <A€d (1.0.7)

Tills case is called crystallo^raphic.The Coxeter group

of this particular case is called the ¥eyl group. Tbe roots

from E can be expanded in simple roots from with integ-

ral coefficients. Crystallegraphic roe* systems arise in the

classification of semisimple Lie algebras and symmetric

spaces that «ill be discussed below.

It can be shown that d- is a root, then only the root

-Л is collinear to it (which is clear) and Z«L and - Z.*.

may be also collinear. If there is at least осе such root

1ц В, the system is called nonreduced.

Simple roots are a special case of the root subsystems

in H which are called admissible « ^ • Give a formal defini-

tion. The root subsystem J) is called admissible if

for anyy,jjtl> the difference «t*̂ 5 is not a root. It is

obvious that the simple roots I I form an admissible

root system.

Give now an another important example of an admissible

subsystem. Prom positive roots one may сboose a maximal

root -«- , i.e. such root from R
+
 that SL + «-(Ц* *•... •* &•<*

is not a root at any integer positive &j and ^y'€ *•* .

In Example 1. the root <C^ is maximal. Prom the defi-

nition of the maximal root and the simple root subsystem

П it is seen that the set П ~ П U (--&) is admissible

root subsystem. In Example 1. П = (.£±td$ t^?) •

Note also that аду subsystem of an admissible system is

adaiasible.



Making uss of the maxinal root define the subset in the

space *Q which is called the Уеу! alcove :

с
° } а.о.в)

It can be readily seen that the alcove Ла.
 i a

 a subset In

the Weyl ehamber Л (1.0.4). Choosing an another ordering

in *O we get another alcoves. In Example 1. the alcove

is defined by the inequalities Ц,^О , fy/.
s
>0 ,

Q <C (shaded triangle).

List all the irreducible root systems. There exist

five infinite series ' Ад, B
n
, С

д
, D

n
, ВС

Д
 and five эре-

cial Xg, Xr;
t
 Eg, P^, G

2
 . This list exhaust all the cryst&-

llographic groups. The systea BC
n
 is nonreduced. In addition

to these gro.ups there exist also the Coxoter groups generao

ted by reflections in the spaces of dimensions 2,3, and 4

for which the condition (1.0.7) Is not fulfilled. Shis is

the above mentioned dihedral group I,(n) fn=5, n £ 7) as

well as the groups denoted as Я, and H^ . The data on the

positive and simple roots, on the structure of the Weyl

group etc. are listed in [37],

*) The lower indez stands for the rank of the root system.



1.1. Classical aanaltonian Systems 2elated

to the P.oot Systems

Let p=(p l t . . . p a ) and q=(q l t ••• <ln) be the vector of

momentum! and coordinates in the n-dimensional space,, We will

construct the Haailtonian of the form

potential U(q) is constructed from the root system

f\.= x^-J i n *be space О .

Ve will introduce six types of potentials.

Consider f irst the systems of the type I-V. Let S^ be

a system of positive roots, (X^ interaction constants

equal for equivalent roots, i.e. those related by a trans-

formation from the group W. Introduce thf notation Qj~x£w* >

Then

Function V C^t) may be of one of the following types de

termining the type of the system

I < + *>4-t

•) W« assume for the scalar produced to Ьэ introduced in

15



The Wexerstrass function jpC^)= Pfyi ^1,^2.) - is a M -

periodie function on the comple* plane С ( ̂ L > ***2 are

two half periods) L•». It has the second order pole at the

origin which is periodically spread onto the whole ccseplex

plane. Limiting one of the periods to infinity one can get

up to the constant a potential of the type II or III. If

both the periods axe limited to infinity, we obtain a poten-

tial of the type I. Thus, the systems of the type IT are

the ijfost general type of the systems,, Note also that if we

replace Л- by ̂  in the potential of the type III, we

get the systems of the type II, and if we put CL =0 we get

the systems of the type I.

The eystems of the type VI are constructed as follows.

Let 3 }
=
 v^J be an admissible root systems, (3. arbit-

rary constants. The potential in this case is of the form

UC*)=I J

and

(1.1.5)

We will consider two important admissible root systems:

1) Ъ— П (simple rooto)

г, D = H = П V(-SL)

a- no-fa <&

16



We restric ourselves to irredisible root systems. It is

clear eojugh that reducible root systems descrioe noainter-

acting Hainiltonian subsystenp corresponding to irreducible

components.

bet us specify the type of the potentials.

Introduce the following notations:

i

The data on the type of the potentials are gathered in the

Sable. Give seme explanations.

i)Functions V(q) without indeces means simply the func-

tions of the type I-VT» (see 1.1.5),(1.1.6), and (1.1.7).

2) For potentials IEg - TSg ' the ьии

1Щ fh
stands for the sum of functions 7 which have different

') Hereafter the Roman numeral stands for the kind of the

potential) and the letters - for the root system. For exam-

ple, the system 1ТЕ„ designs the potential "V) and the

root; system S
?
 .

17



arguments j , 2-Ь&) ie take» for every inde-

ces V; with even вал X V / .
J jri

For potentials 33^ - Пу the SUB £ Vj must be odd.

For potentials IEg - TKg the sum £ V̂ % is even.

For potentials IF- - TF* there are no lndecss ^

restrictions in the SUB ̂ "'-^J'

3) Tor the system TT* we have written only an additio-

nal term corresponding to the root -AL which is added to

П in potential VI».

Indicate now the type of configuration space. Study

first a special case of the root systems of the type 1 ^ .

It follows from the Table that the potential is of the form

(Ш

Such potentials describe the one-dimensional n-body problem.

The potentials H ^ » llL

Or.i * TAn-l» a n d ^^n-l **• c o r r e s -

ponded by the straight-line motion, while the potentials

rr i j^t ая4 71*ХЛт1 b e O a U e e °* t n e periodicity of

by the circle motion.

Hote now that the potentials of th& type (1-7) become

infinite at q^qjCk^d). So» the ordering of the points on

the straight-line (or on the circle) in the course of mo-

tion cannot change. Thus, the configuration space for the

systems U ^ , 1 1*n_i» and ТАд^ i s of the form

18
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and for the systems ШАд_1 a3* I T J LL

n-l

wher-: d e 1С for the systems of the type III.

Tiie potentials VI and VI* are nonsingular. So» their

configuration space is that

The systems of the type Т Ш Ц ^ and V^'A^i at

determine the so called Toda lattice .

Evidently, Л (1.1.8) and Л ^ (1.1.9) determine the

Weyl chamber (1.0.4) and the Weyl alcove (1.0.9) of the

root system А
п - 1

 in the space (1.1.10).

Shis situation holds also for arbitrary root system.

The configuration space of the systems of the type I,II,

and V is theWeyl chamber

of the systems of the type 111,17 - the Weyl alcove

20



«here d sJT for the systems of the type III and depends

on the real period of the functions $(fy'j ^L-, ^ 2 )

the systeas of the type IT, -XL being the maximal root..

The configuration space of the systems of the type VI

and 71 • is the whole space f) in which the root system H

is given.

1.2. Completely Intertable Haffliltwnian Systems.

Consider a dynamical system with n degrees of freedom

characterized by the Hamiltonian

and described by the Hamilton's equations

Here pj and q^ are momenta and coordinates, the points stand

for the time differentiation. Such a system is called comp-

letely integrable if there exist variables Li(p;4,) ,

*P%CPify}
 of t h e

 *У
р в
 "angle-action" defined globally

over the mole phase space of this system ^ .

Such variables have a simple time-dependence

ft)
s
 —-- , -*~ • .« — (1.2.3)

If the quantitutes I j C ^ ^ and %(£,<{,) are

known and one can express through them the coordinates and

momenta

•) SucL variables exist far from always. Аз a rule, the va-
riables of the angle-action type are of the local character
and cannot be defined in the whole phase space (see,e.g.



then one can integrate the aquations of motion of the sys-

tem under consideration.

»Sc, for completely lntegrable systems it ie principally

possible to integrate the equations of motion but practical-

ly this possibility can be reaJized quite occasionally.

1 cryterion of complete integrability of a system is

given by the biuville.theorem (see e.g. the book [42J ):

If there is n functionally-independent global integ-

rals of motion i-jCf̂ fyt in involution. i»e. such that the

Poisson brackets of any two integrals are zero:

(1.2.4)

then the system is completely integrable.

Thus, completely integrable systems possess at least л

global integrals of motion and, consequently, a certain

hidden symmetry.

Up to the recent time there were known only several

such systems. Let us list some of them:

1) The motion in the central potential (Newton)

2) The motion in the field of two fixed centers (Euler).

3) The free motion of a point on the surface of a

three-axes ellipsoid (Jacob!



4-) The one-dimensional motior of three particles with

the pair interaction of the fora

-2

* У*/ (Jacobi

For four and five particles see refs К ' •».

5) The motion of a rigid- body with a fixed point in a

number of special cases (Euler, Lagrange, Kovalevskaya).

Recently, a significant progress has been achieved

in this domain respected for the discovery of a new integ-

ration method of nonlinear equations (Gardner, Green, Krus-

kal ax>& Miura, 1967 ̂
6
J )• This method was first applied tc

dynamical systems of mechanics in refs. >- ' ' ' • ' . Now-

adays, we know a great number of completely integrable

mechanical systems, some of them being integrated explicit-

ly. We will consider only completely integrabxe many-body

systems.

Let us turn to finding a possible form of a potential

energy for such systema.

l.J. Systems with Additional Integrals of Motion

To find the form of a potential in which the systems

under consideration possess integrals of motion, following

refs. »• » ' • 'let as use the isospectral deformation

method often called the Lax trickL^TJ. Namely, let us try

to find a pair of Hermitiaa n x n matrices L and M (the so

called L-M pair) whoge elements depend on coordinates q.,

and momenta p^ so that the Hamilton's equations

fL-3.1)



are equivalent to tfja matrix equation

Prom (1.5.2) it follows that the matrix L(t) suffers unitary

transformation

u'-u
4

 O A J )

M= й u'
Therefore, Jhe eigenvalues of matrix L(t) are -tlme-in-

dependent or, that is the same, matrix L(t) is isospectrally

deformed with time, "o, the eigenvalues of matrix L, or,

that is more convenient, the symmetric functions of eigen-

values, e.g. of

1и
в
ц%^ (1-3.*)

are integrals of motion.

If in doing so one can find n independent integrals

of motion and show that they are in involution, i.e. their

Foisson brackets are zero, then the system under consider-

ation is completely integrable.

Let us realize this program for systems of the type

A
n
_^, i.e. characterized by tlie Hamiltonian

4<«

For matrices L and Ы we use the following Ansatz:

(1.3.6)



a.3.7)

«here

Substituting L and M into the Lax equation (1.3*2) and

requiring this equation to be equivalent to the Hamilton's

equations we get the expression for the function 4(k) *

and the functional equation for the functions У&) and

The potential energy V(> \ being of the form

+ cowt (l З.Ю)

The functional equation (l.jf.9) has been solved in a num-

ber of papers L
20
*V?°]

It appears that

and the function Xfe} bas the form
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'I —

Vk II
Я

Proa (1 3.12) and (1.3.10) it follows that we get here the

systems with potential energy of the form I-IV (1.1.3)*

Knowing the functions X($) , */ф) , and Ж(£)

one can construct the L-U pair for considered many-body

system*and thereby find frea expressions (1.3.*) the integ-

rals of motion.

Л little modification of the methodl°Jallows one to

include into consideration the potential of the V type as

well.

To this and consider equation

(1.3.13)

instead of the lex equatio».

?rom theее i t follows that the quantitites

(1.3.14)

though being not integrals of motion, are very simple tiiae-

dependent. Namely,

(1.3.15)

Proa (1.3.13) it can be readily found as well the in-

tegrals of motion. Thus, for instance! matrices
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as can be easily seen, satisfy the usual lex equation

. izi.Z U.3.17)

Therefore, the eigenvalues of аду of these matrices or the

traces of powers of these matrices are integrals of motion.

As is shown, in "matrices l£ are of the font

where

QziduX^C^Ly fyh), (1.3.19)

and the matrix I» is determined by formula (1.5.6) where

Tbi.8 follows from a simple identity

It is shown inL *ithat only the exponential potential

gives completely integrable system when the nearest partic

lee interact» In this case we have the Toda lattice (the

systems ̂ l&Br.1 and ̂ l
t
JLUml (*•*•«) (<•*•?) ). The lax pair

has the forml16! »

|>,Д1.3.21)
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where

•*($)= t^ (1.5.25)

as before

There is an another form of L,M matrices [36]

'-< (1.5.25)

d.3.26;

We will use this pair further.

Thus» for the system of all six types we have found

the series of integrals of motion

1.4. Eropf of Complete Intefffacility of the Systems

of Sec.1.3-

Let us show that the systems of Sec.1.5 are completely

«ategrable.

For this it is sufficient to show that the integrals of

motion I K ,(1-3.4) (!<«£,.•• to) are functionally inde-

pendent and^involution: { l u i ^ l s O .

To prove the functional independence note that the in-



T _ L Z. Pi + t«rms of the (i.*.l)

tegrals l.u are of the form

И

lower degree in momenta.

So the functional independence of quantitites X
K

Й. к
follows from that of quantitites «JK

 =
 2- f3j that

can be easily proved.

The proof of involutiAriLty of integrals л к is a more

complicated problem.

As was shown by Moser I. Jfor the systems of the type I

this iF immediately follows from the fact that at "t-*OO

the distance between any two particles \fy(t)- фк'01"*
г<о
 •

Really, i-nCt)-» •£ ̂ J3»j*(t) and accounting

for -|iK I^J вхъ integrals of motion they are

time-independent. For the systems of the type II this proof

remains valid*• *•*.

Por the systems of the type V hence it immediately

follows that quantitites &
K
Cf>,^.) (1.5.14) are in in-

volution and this is enough for the complete integrabilit/

for the systems under consideration.

As for the systems of the type III, as is pointed out

', they car be obtained from the systems of the

type II by replacing &-> LQ, and thus are also comple-

tely integrable.

But however the proof of involutivity of integrals of

motion for the systems of the type 17 is a much more compli-

cated problem. Two different proofs of involutivity were

given in refs. I t *•*. We will give here the proof from

ref. I• J. Note that this proof is valid for the potentials

of the type I-TV as well as for some systems with unpaired
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interaction considered

Let as consider the systems of Sec.1.5 with the function

V(q) of the type I-IT (i.13). Let n z n Ъе а Hermitian

matrir LcP+iX constructed by foraulae (1.5.6), where function

X(i) satisfies the functional eqaation (1.3.9). Let

eigenvectors of matrix L, corresponding to the eigenvalues

A andjH (

Show, that if functions x(q) satisfy the functional equatien

(1.2.9). the'values «X and lA are in involution, i.e.

-.0 (1.4.3)

She method of proving the relation (1.4.3) in its idea

content is close to that of papers*^ ' ̂ Jin vhieh the

involutivity of integrals of motion for the nonlinear Sehr0-

dinger equation and for the Soda lattice «as proved.

Note:* first of all, that

Яг (
With the account of these relations the expression for

the Poiasofi bracket take* the for*
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^ (1.4.6)

where

On the other hand, we find fron eg.(1.4.2)

Substituting the expressions for Kp (^ and

into eo.(1.4.6) we get

(1.4.9)

Making use of the functional equation (1.3*9) transform

this equation to the fora

* Ь < | М Cl.4.10)

Eq.(1.4.10) contains two sums. In the first of them we

first perform the summation over £ and in the second over

Use now the relation

(1.4.11)
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and the relation conjugated to it. Talcing into account the

parity of the function z(q) we get

(1.4.12)

It can be readily seen that the expressions in the first and

in the second brackets are antisymmetrical. Consequently,

/д MX = Q and the systems under considexation are

completely integrable.

Similar but a more simple proof is valiu for Toda lat-

tice l
1 6
^. An arwther proof is given inL

1 7
^.

It is wortb noting that we can consider the other set

of integrals, namely the coefficients in the characteristic,

polynomial of matrix U

There are simple relations between the previous integrals

J.£ (1.5.4) and Ji (Newton formulae).

For all our systems excluding the potential I the

integral J>! has a simple representation»-62 »

z ̂ .и^Д^

(VI»)



For other integrals the recurence formula is valid

Inl2'Jthe involutivity is proved basing on the form of these

integrals.

1.5. Explicit Integration of Equationr of Motion

for Potentials V ( Q ) of the type I gad V

In the preceding Section it was shown that the consi-

dered systems for potentials of all five types are completely

integrable. However, the bSiville theorem from which this \
i

statement follows, does not give a constructuve integration i

method for equations of motion and this is a complicated !

problem.

In this section, following the paper l^J, we will show

the possibility of integration of equations of motion for

the systems with potentials of the types I and V using a

new method - the so called projection method.

The idea of the method consists in the use of a space

with the larger number of dimensions - N=(n ~1) - dimensio-

nal space in which the equations of motion take a more simp.

le form and are easily integrable, instead of n- dimsasiobal

space. Projecting the solution obtained on the subspace of

interest so that to obtain the system of interest, we get

the explicit solution of equations of motion:

I. Consider first the case of potential of the type I
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Take as extended space the space л = \Xj of Hermitian

ft x n matrices with the zero trace and consider in this.spa-

ce the free motion. The equations of motion take tfce form

->f=O (1.5.2)

and the general solution

» w h e r e OyS^X . (1.5.5)

With the help of unitary transformation U reduces the Her-

mitian matrix x to diagonal form

JfcO*ttMQ<*>«& (1.5.4)

Here

<№)=A*g(1+)
t
 (1.5.5)

and, without loss of generality, w« may assume the values

q,* to be ordered

Note that in the simplest case n=2, -^— Z-Xi'v:

( ffj are the Pauli matrices), Q-diag(~q,g) anl q e

so that the transforming from x to Q in accord with

(1.5.*) can be calleu "spherical" projection,

Let us now try to derive equations for q.i(t) and

Differentiating eq.(1.5.4) on time we get



where

' ' (1.5.7)

(1.5.8)

L and M are Hermitian n z n matrices.

Differentiating eq.(1.5*6) on t we get

(1-5.9)

i . e . the Lex equation.

Thus, the pair of L and И matrices must satisfy

eqs.(1.5.7) and (1.5.9). As was shown in (1.1.3)» for mat-

rices L and II the form (1.3.6) and (1.3.7), eq.(1.5.9) i s

satisfied. I t can be easily seen that eq.(1.5.7) i s also

satisfied by a direct substitution of (1.3.6) and (1.3.7)

into (1.5.7) for the systems of the type I, i . e . for to*

case V(q) = +q .

I t should be however taken into account that matrices

A. and 4 in (1.5*3) cannot be arbitrary. Indeed, the

matrix of the angular momentum

* U Ы,Ци1 (1.5.10)

cannot be arbitrary since the (n-1) eigenvalue of tide mat-

rix coincides.
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As a matter of fact, the matrix tO,L.J bae the fora

Without loss of generality we c&n assume U(O)=I, the

matrices Л and £ in (1.5.5.) being expressed through $he

initial data by formulae

a=L(o) , 4-0(0) a.5.11)

where the matrix Ъ is given by formula (1.3.6).

So, we have obtained the final results: the coordinates

qj(t) - the solutions of equations of motion for the system

of the type I (i.1.3) - are eigenvalues of the matrix

(1.5.12)

Discuss now the scattering process. The potential U(q) in

(1*2*1) vanishes at q. - q
k
 -• eo , so that

" d.5.13)

So the scattering process is determined by canonical trans»

formation from variables (Jb̂ , ̂ £ ) to variables ("ja- e^J .

And it can be easily seen that

Hence it follows that the values jbj- differ from the

values |)g only by the permutation

(1.5.15)



Accounting the condition O.^ < «, < . . . < Q.* w e

pt<\£<...<pl , P> fe">-.|»; andeoase-
quently

Prove that t^: and & r also satisfy an anlogoue condit-

ion

? (1.5.17).

Heally, from (1.5.16) i t follows that

«~V-*«) (1.5.18)

In addition

(1.5.19)

And we get

P*«SPY4 5f = M"M^«») (1.5.20)

Use now the equality

fM,<3]t +

Hence i t follows that
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Thus, the relation (1.5.17) bas been proved.

An another proof of formula (1.5-17) is given in ref.

И.
Relations (1.5.16) and (1.5.17) mean that the scatter-

ing in the problem under consideration reduces to the follow-

ing one after anotherscattering of separate pairs of par-

ticles. As it will be, shown in the second part of the p&per,

thie is aJtv&losous for the quantum case as well.

Let us now consider the potential cf ths type V:

• In this case consider

the harmonic notion instead of the free one in space 1° : |

I

(1.5.22)

The solution of this equation is

а,,4*Х' d.5.23)

Expressing this as

X(t) = U(t)Q(t)U(t) d.5.24)

where Q(t)=(q
1
(t), ... , q

n
C*"), U is the unitary matrix

and differentiating (1.5.24) twice on time, analogously to

the preceding we arrive at the statement

The coordinates o.»(t) of the system under considerat --j

ion are eigenvalues of the matrix

And further from (1.5.24) it follows, that
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Bat Sj> {.GtCwJ i e a polynomial in q* of degree к

inrariant relative to permutations.

Hence we get :

Corollary I. The polynomial of degree к in q, invariant

relative to permutations is the polynomial ot degree к in

t (fc> = 0 ) or Sihtdt and <*btdt ( tO*Q ).

Note that the explicit solution of equations of motion

for the systems of the type I and Y (see formula* (1.5*12)

and (1.5*2?) allows one to establish a simple relationship

between these solutions.

Let q^(t) be the solution of equations of motion for

the s/stem of the type I ( O) — 0 ). Then fro* formula*

(1.5.12) and (1.5.25) it follows that quantititee

( 1 # 5 # 2 7 )

are the solution of the corresponding system of the type T

( Cdf * ). An inverse statement ie of course also valid.

As to the analogous relationship for the systems of

a more general type see ref. *?'*.

Note also that the values of the type

have a simple time-dependence. Namely, such quantity is the

polynomial of degree KaSKj- i
t
 t a t ^ O or in coStOt

and $Ur*iOt at ФФО . The Foisson brackets &2gebra tor



such quantities was studied in ref.

1.6. illicit Integration of Equations of Motion

for Potentials of the Type II and III

To integrate analogously the equations of motion for

the systems of the type И ( V ( & ) = a
Z
0?SLtoV) a d ) and

III (V(fy)
s
<f'Q}'Slh~

Z
<Lq, ) note first of all that the con-

sidered in the preceding set X° - the set of Hermitian п. х n

matrices with the zero trace is the Riemann symmetric space

of aero curvature (see ref. r^i) (with the choice of natural

metric fli
 s
 S|s С я Х

-
 Л У j ). j

Consider now the Cartan-related spaces of negative j

curvature X~ and positive curvature X
+
 and the motion along i

geodesic lines on these spaces. In doing so, analogously i

to the preceding section, we obtain the solution of equat-

ions of motion for the systems of the type II and III,

respectively.

Consider first the system of the type II ( V(4L\~

-Q
Z
& S U w &<t) • bet X~ be a space of negative curva-

ture corresponding to the space X° - a space of Hermitian

positively determined n x n matrices, with the unity deter-

minant. It is the homogeneous space X
 =
 ^ivOi, С)/£Ц6И).

Let x(t) be the curve in X~ . Then the matrices

'Х'иШ*) and M({)X'
f
(t) can be consi-

dered as two-vector fields on the group G=SL(n, С ). These

fields are not, generally speaking, vector fields on the

space X"; their halfsum, however, will be, as it can be

easily seen, the vector field on the space X" . If now x(t)

is the geodesic line en the space X~, then the equation

for it is of the form
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# v— J = ° a.6.D

Note that this equation can be obtained from that for

geodesic lines for invariant(relative to the action of the

group <bSL(n, С ) metrics: <t$*= $p (X* otx X~
l

Indeed, from condition d 0f-*
 =
 O we get

hence it Immediately follows (1.6.1).

It is clear that the following curve is the geodesic

line on I~

Represent now the Hermitian-positively detenaiaed aatrix

x(t ) as

xct)={г W\ 'k

where uCt) is unitary aatrix and

is the diagonal matrix with zero trace.

Calculating with the use of (1.6.4) the values X X

-f •
and Jf X we get

(1.6.5)

where
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-ыфCfc4.fi)

И=

- is the "angular velocity of rotation", P=Q;

* J A •

*
X
 "C-Jf

 =
 ^ M l f " ' (1.6.8)

where

^} И

On the other hand, from (1.6.3) it follows that matrices

(1>6Л0)

- (Sfa4*)
are time-indepeudent.

Differentiating eqs.(1.6.5),(1.6.8), and (1.6.11)

over time we get the Lax-type equations

wb: e matrices L and M are given by formulae (1.6.6) and

(1.6.7).

Take now matrices L and ii as (1.3.6) and (1.3*7)
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where .X(ftJ=A CO£n CLCL . Then, аь we know from Sec.2,
tt.6.«f

equationVis fulf i l led. Substituting L and M into eq.(1.6.6)

we see that this equation for L and И i s fulf i l led as well.

So, when choosing matrices L and II as (1.3*6) and

(1.5.7) and z(q)sacth aq a l l the selfconeistency conditions

are fulf i l led and we arrive at the final result» the quanti-

t i e s exp(2a u ( t ) ) wnere q.«(t) are the solutions of equation

of motion for a system ojf the type II ( V f t ^ - A 5th n Afy)

are eigenvalues of the

where

the matrix Oi. can be found frca equation

(1.6.15)

(1.6.16)

Uote in conclusion that all the results for a system

of the type III ( Vty)= Q?$Ch"
l
O,fy ) are obtained

from corresponding resul-tg for the system

by replacing Ob-*- tCL . it <t-> О we get the

results for the system I*



1,7. The Integration of Equations of Motion, for a Srsten

xith Tro Types of Particles

A. -simple substitation proposed in 1Л) gives some gene-

ralization of a system of the type Ii. Let

Then the potential

Щ) = X. -T# (1.7.2)

is transformed in the potential

The system contains n, particles of the same sign and

n^ particleз of the opposite sign. Each pair of

particles with opposite signs is attracted by the potent-

tial -|*A COSh Q-(<fc-fj) . At the same time.the partic-

les with the sane signs are repulsed with the potential

^*a « И Л A,(fi'fg) . It is evident that all the pre-

vious results about the systems of the type II A are

Talid after substitution (1.7.1). In particular, the quan-

titites 4X(b{2Afj(t)l are eieenvalues of the

«atrix

However, this formula does not answer the question! do the

bound states exist in the system with the potential
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(1.7.3)? The answer was given in [51J .

Let as note first that formula (1.7.4-) does not

already determine a geodesic in the space of Hermitian posi-

tively determined matrices as was the case for the systems

ef the type И A ^ . It appears that the potential (1.7.5)

oorreeponds to the space of Hermitian matrices X hi h
t
 with

fcho signature (n^,n
2
) and formula (1.7*4-) (provided the

substitution (1.7.1))determines a geodesic in this space.

So the problem of the bound states is reduced to elucidation

of the behaviour of geodesies in the Л hih* • It is evi-

dent that the bound states correspond to the geodesies

which are comprised in a finite daaain of X h
f
n

t
 (the

geodesies which do not tend to absolute). The set of geode-

sies In X n
f
h

t
 is ouch more rich than that of geodesies

in the space X#t,o
s
 ^ corresponding to the systems

II А д ^ (1.7*2)* And naturally, the dynamics of the system

with the potential (1.7.3) is more rich than the dynamics

of the system with the potential (1.7.2). Every geodesic in

Хц-й, is determined up to transformation using the

matrix 4 by the matrix €#f>{Zbtt} (see (1.7.4) which

in torn can be «mjugated to
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It follows from (1.7.5) that all geodesies are divided into

n-+l classes. Every class is characterized by fc "compact"

parameters and "fc+K "noncompact". Accordingly,

all the motions of the system may be divided into n
2
+l

class. Note here, that for the system П А , ^ we have only

one class (n^sO).

The geodesic J((t) € X hiП
г

 И о в i n a
 finite

domain of Хц,ц
4
 *** **<"•••"*»*./*/*•• fim"^' Generally a

geodesic depends on n-1 parametsrs («<£... «d^ ,fo... jS*£ ,

*fl • • • 4*K. ) an -̂ BttCn "bounded" geodesic is exclusive.

It depends only on K $ h% parameters. It is this "boun-

ded" geodesic that corresponds to finite motion of the sys-

tem. But as it is not in general state, so some number of

particles run to infinity with infinitesimal changing of

initial data.

1.8. Explicit Integration ol Equations of Motion for

Toda Lattice

Let us consider the equations of motion for the sys-

tem of type 71 (nonperiodic Toda lattice)

It is more convenient for the following to consider the

space X* of the real symmetric positively defined aatrices

rum with unit/ determinant instead of the space of Hermitiaa

matrices.

•) In this Section we present the results of ref.
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It is a homogeneous space X ** $L>(h,£L)/SO(h) •

Let Z be a sulgroup in SlUfyfl) of the upper trian-

gular matrices «itb unite cm the diagonal and H be a sub-

group of diagonal Matrices» Then any sjnaetrie matrix

can be uniquely represented ae

h(x) ж' zc Z , he H

The pair (АСх)^г^Х)) i s the .so called horospheric

coordinates of the aetrix X and irt(X) i s the horoepheric

prodectioa. I f AjOftsSLC^&VSOCZ) ** « » bftbacnev-

aky plane, tUen C ^ f < ) ^ ^ ) ) a r e t u e usual horo-

apherieal crrodinates. If Д/ОО are the lover principal

ainors an order j* of the matrix Ж and

The geodesic l ine on X".has the fora

They satisfy the equation

О a.a.5)

(of. (1.6.1), (1.6.3).

Те « i l l prove the following proposltione.

Propoeltltm 1.8.1.

The horoepherio projection lr\(x)m€xf> fyt) (1.8.3)
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of the geodesic (1.8.4) is equivalent to aotioa la the po-

tential (1.8.1).

Proposition 1.8.2.

bet («{Д. p° ) be the

i n i t i a l data la Hamilton's equatioiui for Toda lattiee and

Ot, be the aatrix

a ad Д/ be the lower principal sunor of order i of the

aatrlz tXf>{St(fitJ. Then

Let X(t) Ъе а geodesic on & space X~ and

4Xpfy
%
 Ъ(Х)) be horospherioal crrodiaates of

x(t) (1.8.2):

If one ooapatee expression X(t)X'*(+) one finds

We denote

2" i ss-M (1.8.10)

The aatrix 41 belongs to the lee algebra of the subgroup Z.

Ге assume M to be equal to (1.5.26). So we consider only
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special geodesies, namely, those with special forms of mat-

rix M (1.3.10),, I t follows from (Z.3.25) and (1.3.26) that

the matrices L and И satisfy the relation

- (1.8.11)

Thereby (1.8.9) is equal

(1.8.12)

2he differentiation of this e quality gives

y>]\r1 (1.3.15)

But z ( t ) i s a geodesic and therefore sat is f ies equation

{1.8.5). Thus, the left-hand side of (1.8O15) i s zero and

the lax equatiou which i s equivalent to the Hamilton's

equations for the Toda latt ice i s ful f i l led. Bo we have

proved the f i rst proposition*

It i s clear that ve ca.h ta.ke ?(х<Й)=в l n (1*8.8.) with-

out any restrictions,* Comparing (1.8.4) and (1.8.8) we get

for

(1.8.14)

and for the matrix OL expression (1.8.6). Besides,

we have

Van subgroup H of diagonal matrices is a normalizer of the

subgroup Z of triangular matrices or in other word



-Z'
1
i-iZ{ , (* И (see (1.8.3A) 2,2,6 Z,

Consequently,

How, formula (1.8.?) follows froa (1.8.5) and (1.8.14).

fe give here the formula for q(t) only. For an expr s-

sioo of the mcment p(t) the explicit fora of the second

horospherical coordinate 2(x) is necessary. The coordinate

-(x) i* expressed via other (nonprlncipal) minors of the

matrix X .
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